Bon Mots
People who tolerate
me on a daily basis
are the real heroes.
Recipe Corner
Signs of inflation
Sam’s Club 87% Lean,
13% Fat Ground Beef
$3.86/lb Was 90/10 @
$3.25 month ago. The
80/20 is best for pizza.
Lobster is cheaper in
Boston than hamburger.
Starting to see empty
shelves at Sam’s Club.
Food shortages result
when food producers are
missing inputs like resin
sitting on those 170+
tankers off the
coast...used for
packaging. Wet markets
in our future?
Biden claimed his
economic plan is working
because Americans were
able to save $0.16 on the
cost of July 4th meal.

The U.S. Department of
Agriculture data shows
average wholesale price
of turkey has spiked by
21.91% since last year.
The 2019 Honda Civic at
a used-car auction would
have had a sticker price
of around $21,000. But
within seconds at the
wholesale auction, the
two-year-old model, with
4,000 miles, sold for
$27,200. Maybe the
cause of the rise in car
jackings?
If you have an old
clunker that you don’t
need anymore just sitting
around, you may want to
check what it is worth.
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All the news I see fit to print.
Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one.

Book Report

Ron Perlman as Hellboy...an
actor I never took seriously
Just released...and the most
until I found the Amazon
Important book you should read.
series
Hand of God. Made the
Shines spotlight on all the players
mistake
of starting Season
rather than just what happened.
One
at
10pm
and was hooked
Example: Marc Elias is the “lawyer”
until
4am
when
The Boys
who orchestrated all of the legal crap
objected
that
I
was still
that literally destroyed our faith in
vertical and not in bed.
the election process. Now he is hired
($60K) by Terry Macoughing (sic)
Several actors shine in this
series well beyond previous
His campaign is to obfuscate the
roles: Camryn Manheim (The
Virginia governor’s race with
Practice)
and Brian Baumgartlawsuits of course, because the GOP
ner
(The
Office) as examples.
was winning in the polls.
Now that the GOP has won all the races, Fairfax County in VA
(heavy D district) is having “trouble” counting the ballots. GOP win
may be too big for Elias to pull off another fraud...or maybe they
want to save their effort for the 2022 elections.

The plot (rotating writers) hits
all the hot buttons yet stays
balanced...difficult to find
that on TV today.

This is not an easy book to read if you have high blood pressure.
You’ll find that Elias is a critical figure in the ongoing Durham
investigation and has been accused of lying to the media to hide
the role of the Clinton campaign in funding the Steele Russia Hoax
dossier. The Durham gang...many of the gang members have been
at it for years with no results.
Meanwhile in Minnesota, defund the police vote didn’t go the way
Omar pushed...but the MN GOP is still silent on all issues and
candidates. Their website is a disaster with several state senators
missing in their list of “Our Team”. Contact via email goes
unanswered...maybe I should wave a few dollars in front of them?
Wisconsin’s Racine County GOP found 23,000 Voters with the
Same Phone Number and 4,000 Voters Registered on 1/1/1918
(Biden Awarded State by 20,000 Votes)...wake up the MNGOP!

Semiotics professor Dr. Evan
Wilding might be one of the
most interesting characters
I’ve come across yet in
thriller/detective novels.
FREE eBook for Amazon
Prime members. Grab it!!!

-more-

Daylight Savings Time Ends Sunday Nov 7
Set clocks back one hour.

Mal Mots
A chicken crossing
the road is poultry
in motion.
You’re welcome.
(for ‘Becca)

Michigan Gov. Wretched
Whitmer vetoed several bills
aimed at tightening election
security in the state, telling
lawmakers the Republicanbacked legislation would
disenfranchise voters and
disproportionally impact
minority voters. The bills
would have prohibited
election officials from
accepting donations,
toughened in-person voter
identification rules, required
people to provide additional
information on absentee
ballot applications such as
their driver’s license number
or state ID number, instead
of only a signature. The
measures would have also
banned the Secretary of
State’s Office and township
or city clerks from providing
absentee ballot applications
unless specifically requested
by a voter, and removed a
$10 fee to obtain or renew a
state ID card.
The victim In Alec Baldwin
Shooting Is Wife Of Attorney
At Firm Representing Indicted
Clinton-DNC Attorney. Was it
Arkancide and a warning?
If The "Vaccinated" Refuse
the Booster – How Long Until
They Are No Longer
"Vaccinated"?

Time zones were developed by the railroads in 1883 to
resolve confusion and avoid train crashes caused by
different local times...controlled by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. The ICC introduced daylight
savings time during WWI and abolished it after the
war but allowed states to continue the practice. As a
result, confusion and collisions caused by different
local times once again became a transportation issue.
In 1966, the Department of Transportation was
founded to serve as a “focal point of responsibility for
transportation safety” and given regulatory power
over time zones and DST was implemented uniformly
across the Nation, with dates for the twice-yearly
transitions set by Federal law.
This still holds true today. Every state must continue
to observe DST between March and November, unless
otherwise exempted by State law. Once Congress
gives Minnesota authorization to move to daylight
saving time permanently, we will switch to DST in
spring 2022 and never change our clocks again
because of MN House File 72 and MN Senate File 149.

Two years ago, this was a seed
in an apple I was eating.
Curiosity got the best of me
and after several false starts,
including 27 below weather,
finally got it going strong
enough to plant in the yard.

Thinking Super Glue to
confuse the neighbors.

Until Next Week...
Tell a youngster
it’s quarter to ten
and you’ll get a
funny look.
They are used to digital but still understand the
analog phrase: “I’ve got your six”.
Maybe by Sunday your car clock will be correct.
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